Preece and Claridge [1] ) have proposed a technique for selecting filters for the maximally accurate recovery of object parameters such as chromophore concentrations from a multispectral image of an object. Their selection criteria are derived from an analysis of a model of light propagation in the object, and take into account both errors in the modelling process and errors in the image acquisition process; as well as the inherent behaviour and structure of the model. We investigate their method on simulated image data and show that filters selected according to their criteria are demonstrably superior to other choices.
Introduction
Recent advances in technology have made multispectral imaging a practical proposition for a variety of imaging problems. It combines the spatial resolution of conventional monochrome or RGB colour imaging with spectral resolution comparable to that of point spectroscopy. The availability of programmable LCD filters such as the VariSpec (Cambridge Research Instruments) system, and interferometric systems such as SpectraCube (Applied Spectral Imaging) means that large multispectral datasets can be obtained quickly and easily with a single device instead of using a number of individual filters. The quantity of information contained within a multispectral image set can yield a great deal of information about the structure, properties, and composition of an object, and established techniques such as linear unmixing [2] and classification algorithms [3] can take advantage of this to quantify aspects of the object's composition.
Multispectral imaging has some clear advantages over conventional colour imaging in terms of information content, but these advantages come at a cost. Firstly, the size of a single multispectral image set can be substantially greater than 100MB, raising practical issues with respect to storage and transfer. Secondly, the time taken to acquire a detailed image set can be of the order of tens of seconds, making the technique very difficult to use on objects with some sort of time dependence (e.g movement or degradation).
Preece and Claridge [1] have described a procedure for selecting the minimum set of filters required to recover a set of quantitative object properties from suitable images with maximal accuracy. The particular selection criteria used minimizes the dataset size without compromising the information content of the dataset. The technique is predicated on the construction of a suitably parameterized model of the optical properties of the object, and the chosen filters allow the parameters of the object model to be deduced from the image with minimal error using only the chosen filters. The method takes into account both the structure of the model, and the effect of noise/uncertainty in both the images and the model. Corlu et al have derived similar conditions for continuous-wave optical tomography via a careful analysis of the diffusion equation [4, 5] ; and Srinivasan et al [6] have adapted this approach for frequency-domain optical tomography, and showed that taking spectral information into account improves the tolerance of the reconstruction algorithms to noise.
However, they do not use the effects of noise to explicitly inform the filter selection process.
There have been several applications of Preece and Claridge's method, including skin [1] , eye [7] and colon [8] imaging, and fluorescence microscopy [9] , but there has not been a truly objective demonstration of the effectiveness of their approach. We investigate their method on simulated images with added noise and show that filters chosen according to their principles allow object model parameters to be deduced with greater accuracy than an arbitrary set of filters. We begin by reviewing and clarifying 3 their approach to filter selection (Section 2) and then describe a set of experiments on simulated image data that we have used to test the method (Section 3).
Methodology

2.A. Analysis of the imaging process
The proposed method for filter selection is based on a model of the optical properties of the object of interest. The complexity of this model can vary greatly, depending on the nature of the object, and a variety of modelling schemes can be used. The key feature of the model with regard to this work is that it allows the object to be described terms of a finite number of parameters. For example, one could parameterize a model of a thin-film coating in terms of it's thickness (where all other properties, such as coating density) are constant. Some objects will require much more complex models, but can be equally effectively parameterized. For example, human skin has been successfully parameterized in terms of dermal thickness, melanin concentration and haemoglobins concentration [10] . The parameterization allows the object to be described in terms of a vector whose components are the parameters of the model, and which varies with position x according to the composition of the object. We will denote this parameter vector as p(x), and it exists in an N-dimensional vector space P that describes all possible variations of the object:
4 with each point in P representing a unique object composition.
The composition of the object directly affects its optical properties, and hence its appearance in an image. When the object is illuminated by an external light source, the intensity of light remitted (either through reflection or transmission) is a function of both object composition (and hence of position), and of the wavelength of the incident light. Assuming a broad band light source, and a discrete set of wavelengths (λ 1 , . . . , λ L ), we will denote the spectrum recorded at position x as
where S is the space of all possible spectra and s i = s(x; λ i ). Every point in parameter space can be mapped onto a point in S, and we construct a mapping between object parameters and remittance spectra:
Physically, this mapping is realised by the object itself, but can also be simulated using a predictive model of tissue optics such as Monte Carlo simulation. The ability to construct such a model is a crucial part of the proposed filter selection technique.
The final stage of the imaging process is the recording of the image itself. We will assume that images of the object are acquired from K distinct wavebands, and that the resulting image value at position x (which depends on the tissue parameters at x) is represented by
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where V is the set of all possible image values. We define the mapping for the image recording process as
The details of the construction of r depend on the particular method of image acquisition used. In this work, we are principally interested in filter-based imaging systems, where the image values are the convolution of the object spectra with the properties of the imaging system,
where I(x, λ) are the combined properties of the light source and detector (including the spectrum of the illuminant and the quantum efficieny of the detector) and
is the spectrum of the filter used to acquire the k'th image value. C is a calibration constant set by the detector manufacturer, and sets the dynamic range of the detector.
Note that Eqn. (6) contains the implicit assumption that that image data recorded at point x depends on the object composition at x only, with no contribution from other parts of the object. The degree to which this assumption is true depends on the point-spread properties of the object under examination: the point-spread function has been shown to limit the spatial resolution of imaging systems [11] .
The complete forward model of the imaging process can now be described as the composite mapping
6 which describes the relationship between the composition of the object (position in P) and its appearance in the image (position in V).
2.B. The Inverse Problem
Whilst forward models of image formation are both interesting and useful in their own right, the problem that is of interest in most applications is the corresponding inverse problem. That is, given an image of an object acquired under known controlled conditions, can the composition or properties of that object be deduced from the image? In terms of the formal representation defined in the previous section; given a vector of image values, v, we seek the corresponding parameter vector p. We define the inverse of the forward mapping f as
It is clear that this mapping cannot always be constructed. For example, one cannot hope to deduce the composition of a complex object from a single monochrome image:
the single image value that this provides is insufficient to deduce the properties of anything but the simplest objects. However, we can define some simple conditions on f which allow us to determine whether g can be constructed. The key quantity that we need to know is the Jacobian of f , J(f ) which allows us to determine whether g = f −1 exists. Given that f : P → V maps a parameter vector p onto an image vector v, the elements of J are computed as
We then apply the inverse function theorem which states that if J = det (J(f )) is non-zero at some point p 0 ∈ P, then f −1 exists in some region around v 0 = f (p 0 ).
Hence we can determine the existence of g by examining the sign of J in the region of interest in P. If J = 0 (or changes sign) in this region, then g does not exist. If g is determined to exist, we can easily compute its first-order approximation. Let p ′ be some point near to p 0 , and let ∆p = p
writing ∆v = v ′ − v 0 , we have ∆p = J −1 ∆v, and
Viewed in isolation, this statement about function uniqueness is not especially useful as it only determines whether a known mapping is unique or not. However, in the current formulation of the imaging problem, there are are some choices that one can make with regard to the properties of the imaging system. Of interest in this work is the choice of filters F k (λ) used to acquire the images. The choice of filters is essentially completely free, and by searching the space of available filters, we can find those filters sets which satisfy the uniqueness condition (if they exist). Note that the requirement that det (J(f )) is non-zero everywhere means that J(f ) must be a square matrix and hence the number of filters K = N, the number of object model parameters. 
2.C. Analysis of Errors
The uniqueness condition defined in the previous section is sufficient to ensure that a particular set of filters will allow object model parameters to be recovered from a set of suitable images under ideal conditions. All sets of filters which satisfy this condition will allow the parameters to be recovered with equal accuracy. Unfortunately, these ideal conditions will never be present in a real application. In this section we discuss how we can refine our procedure for selecting filters by examining the effect of filter choice when noise is present. The results will allow sets of unique filters to be quantitatively differentiated, and facilitate selection of a set of filters that is optimal for a given application, given information about sources of error.
The framework for the analysis of error in the imaging process will be the forward model of the imaging process introduced in Sect. 2.A, which breaks the image formation process into two distinct stages. The first stage, represented by the mapping r is the interaction of light with the object; the second, represented by mapping m is the interaction of light with the imaging equipment. The separation of these interactions in this way allows us to identify two main sources of error.
The first potential source of error is in the construction of a model of the object's optical properties. The accuracy of this model is dependent on the quality of the data used in its construction. It will often be the case that the optical and physical properties of the constituent parts of the object are derived from experimental measurements and there is an associated error. For example, the absorption coefficient of the biological pigments melanin, haemoglobin and oxyhaemoglobin are shown in Fig. 1 , together with their errors.
These errors mean that the spectra computed by the model of the objects optical properties (via the mapping m) will also contain uncertainties. We will denote the resulting errors in the spectra by σ s (p; λ) and these are generally a function of both object composition and wavelength. In general, there may be additional sources of error in m from, for example, errors arising from the choice of modelling technique (e.g. Monte Carlo, FEM, adding-doubling), and we will assume that these are all encapsulated in this error term. It is then straightforward to propagate these errors through the mapping r which allows us to compute the corresponding error in the total forward mapping f . We will denote the error in image value v i due to uncertainties in the modelling process as σ
The second potential source of errors is in the image acquisition phase. In a typical modern acquisition system, the image will be acquired on an imaging CCD, which has several sources of error including thermal instability. There may also be errors in the optical characteristics of the light source, and the optics of the imaging system.
We will define the error in image value v i due to recording errors to be σ (r)
i . The total error in each image value v i is therefore
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Using standard techniques in error analysis [12] , we can compute the associated errors in the inverse mapping g as
In summary, we have assumed the existence of a model f which can be inverted to allow a vector of object model parameters p to be computed from a vector of image values v. The construction of the model f is subject to several uncertainties, and these
give rise to uncertainties in the construction of g. In addition, the acquisition of the image vector v is subject to uncertainties. The σ
are the errors in the components of p computed from an image vector using the inverse model g, subject to these two sources of error.
2.D. Filter Selection Algorithm
In the preceding section, we discussed the idea that many possible set of filters could generate a unique forward model f , and hence be invertible. We will now use the analysis of errors in the modelling and imaging process to define criteria which we may use to differentiate between sets of filters that provide a unique mapping. Before proceeding, it is useful to define a measure of the total error in the inverse mapping g by combining the component errors in quadrature,
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The filter selection procedure that we will now describe aims to find filters which (a) generate a unique mapping f and (b) minimize the error function Σ (g) . We need to search the entire space of all possible filters in order to find the set of N filters which satisfies the uniqueness criterion, and minimizes Σ (g) . Assuming that the shape of the filters is fixed (e.g. square or Gaussian), each filter is described in terms of its central wavelength, bandwidth, and maximum transmittance. We allow these to vary independently. The search space therefore has 3N dimensions, and we will require a sophisticated search algorithm to search this space efficiently.
The first step in the selection procedure is to create the model of light propagation in the object of interest. After making a suitable choice of parameters, we define a discrete, orthogonal grid of points P = {p 1 , . . . p n } in parameter space. At each of these points, we compute the corresponding spectrum s i (λ) ≡ s(λ; p i ). This computation needs to be performed only once.
We now employ an evolutionary optimization algorithm due to Yao and Liu [13] .
We begin by randomly selecting two initial populations of filters, F = {f 1 , . . . , f n F } and G = {g 1 , . . . , g n F }. Each member of these populations is a complete description of a set of N filters. For each individual (set of filters) in F, we apply the filters to the precomputed model spectra s i to establish the forward model f for the particular set of filters, and compute the Jacobian of f at every point in P. We then examine the sign of the Jacobian at each point in P, and if it is found to be zero or to change sign, we mark the filters as invalid and move to the next filter. For valid filters, we compute the total inverse error Σ (g) (see Eqn. (13)). When all filters in F have been processed, we generate a set of "children" by combining the members of F with the corresponding member of G, according to some simple rules, and merge these new filter sets with F to give a new population H. We check the validity of all new filter sets, and compute Σ (g) if valid. Finally, H is sorted according to Σ (g) , and the n F filter sets with the lowest errors are taken to form the new population F. A new secondary population G is also generated via similar rules. The new populations are then used in the next iteration, and this continues until a satisfactorily low value of the error is reached. In practice, we continue iterating until the lowest error stabilizes for many iterations.
Verification
In order to test the quality of parameter recovery, we will test the optimal filters against other filter sets, on simulated image data. This will allow us to verify the recovered parameters against a known ground truth.
3.A. Image Generation
We constructed a simple model of a semi-infinite plane with known optical properties.
The semi-infinite plane consists of a substrate composed of a transparent medium of refractive index 1.0 in which are embedded finite spheres of radius 500nm, refractive index 1.35, and density 3.82 × 10 15 m −3 . The scattering coefficient of the substrate is shown in Fig. 1(d) .
We then added the absorbing pigments (chromophores) melanin, haemoglobin and oxyhaemoglobin to the substrate (the absorption coefficients are shown in Fig. 1(a-c)) and varied the concentration spatially, as shown in Fig. 2 .
We constructed a simple two-flux model of light transport that computed the backwards remittance spectrum from the medium when illuminated by a spatially and spectrally uniform light source I 0 (x; λ) = 1. We used this model to compute the spectral reflectance of the medium on a 100×100 pixel grid in the visible region of the spectrum from 400-700nm. Any choice of filters can subsequently be applied to these spectra to simulate any multispectral image.
3.B. Selection of Filters
Using the model of light transport in the medium, we computed the reflectance spectrum of the object for a range of parameter values that covers the range of parameters expected in the object. For each of the three parameters (concentrations of melanin C m , haemoglobin C H and oxyhaemoglobin C O ), we chose discrete parameter values
. . , 5.60, 5.85} and computed the reflectance spectrum for each of the 24 × 24 × 24 = 13824 combinations. We also computed the error σ s (p; λ) in the reflectance spectra associated with the errors in the optical properties. Using the filter selection procedure of Sect. 2.D, we chose a set of filters that minimized the error which which model parameters can be recovered from an image. The calibra-tion constant C in Eqn. (6) was set to unity, and the filters were constrained to be "square" in shape, with a constant transmittance of 1.0 across their full width. They are completely described in terms of the position of their centre and half-width. In addition to the errors incorporated into the model spectra, we also include image noise in the optimisation. Under the conditions described, the maximum possible image value is i = 300 (obtained with a filter spanning the entire wavelength range and 100% transmittance at all wavelengths). On this scale, we assume that the error in the image acquisition process is ±1. For all filter sets found to give a unique mapping, we rank ordered them by total error Σ (g) and selected a subset of these which we will use to compare the performance of the filters in parameter recovery.
3.C. Parameter recovery
For each set of filters, we compute the forward model f by applying the filters to each of the points in the spectral model. This establishes the relationship between model parameters and image values for the particular set of filters. We generate the images for a filter set by applying the filters to the spectral image data described in Sect. 3.A. A second set of images was generated to which Gaussian random noise with zero mean, standard deviation 0.2 was added. This will allow the performance of the filters on both "clean" and noisy data to be compared. The inverse model g was constructed using Algorithm 1, based upon the linear approximation defined in Eqn. (10) . to generate the test images, and the RMS error across all pixels in the image was computed in order to quantify the quality of the parameter recovery process. Table 1 shows the results for a selection of filters that were identified as possible candidates by the filter selection process.
There are two clear trends that can be seen from these data. The first is that when no noise is added to the image data, the RMS error of parameter recovery is roughly constant with respect to Σ (g) . This is as we expect, since all sets of filters have been chosen to provide a one-to-one relationship between parameters and image values.
Therefore, in the absence of noise, all filter sets are equivalent. However, when noise is added, we see very clearly that those filter sets with lower Σ (g) allow the model parameters to be recovered with much greater accuracy than other filter sets. These trends are shown graphically in Fig. 4 It is also useful to examine the parametric maps generated by the parameter recovery process, and to compare with those used to generate the test images (Fig. 2) . In Fig. 4 we show the parametric maps produced from "clean" images, using the filter sets ranked 1 and 200. As we expect from the error statistics, there is no discernible difference between the two sets of recovered parameters, and both generate a good reproduction of the original test data. In constrast, the parametric maps recovered from noisy data shown in Fig. 5 showed very marked differences between the two filter sets. 
Discussion
We have demonstrated a method for selecting filters that can be used, in conjunction with a suitable model of the optical properties of the object being imaged, to obtain quantitative distributions of parameters which describe the object's structure and composition. We have shown that optimal filters chosen according to our selection criteria are quantifiably superior to suboptimal or randomly chosen filters.
The optimal filters allow object parameters to be recovered from noisy images with good accuracy on the highest proportion of points. When suboptimal filters are used, the errors in parameter recovery are substantially larger. We therefore conclude that the criteria for filter selection defined in this paper allow model parameters to be recovered from suitable images with superior accuracy.
In qualitative terms, the filter selection process chooses filters which provide maximal separation between the chromophores, and minimize the effect of image and model noise by ensuring that a small change in model parameters leads to a large change in image values. Noise in image values then corresponds to only a small change in model parameters, ensuring that the noise has a minimal effect on parameter recovery.
The results of these simulations validate the use of this technique for filter selection in applications where a suitable model can be constructed. Existing applications of this method include skin imaging [1] , eye imaging [7] , colon imaging [8] and fluorescence microscopy [9] . It is expected that the results of this work will provide a basis for the future development of these important applications. Further advances will come from improved methods for parameter recovery. The linear approximation used in this work is effective when a large number of model points can be computed, but is less effective in more complex problems. We are investigating the use of more advanced techniques for parameter recovery, including neural networks, which have shown significant early promise [7] , but require further study under controlled conditions. We are also investigating alternative schemes for filter optimisation. The optimisation algorithm used in this work is general purpose, and it may be possible to develop a more specific algorithm that allows better solutions to be found more quickly. 
